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A delic ate balance

In the past, our eldest son has always been reluctant to “bother” teachers and professors—convinced that they
wouldn’t have time for him. A sophomore at Bates College majoring in classical and medieval studies and anthropology, last year Kelsey began to plan his junior year abroad. He came to us and asked, “How do I start?”
We said, “Talk about your ideas with a faculty member you trust.” He did just that, and defined his discovered
options by combining his mentor’s support with his own research. Next year he’ll embark on an adventure that he
has shaped himself—studying in Cyprus, Rome, and Athens.
Once you convince your children that they can seek the help of a teacher or
professor, and they do just that, a whole world opens for them. It’s a beautiful
thing when it happens. But it doesn’t happen accidentally, and it doesn’t happen
without a keen sense of balance.
Parents and professors who share the same goal—to help their children and
students become independent thinkers—are mindful of daily tightrope acts. You
must balance encouragement with caution, support with challenge, questioning
with listening.
Some of you may remember when you first approached your adviser with
your Grand Plan for your Independent Study. You were the proud owner of
new research skills and a shining confidence that you could “Do It!” The “It” part
of the equation may have been brilliantly and wildly unrealistic. Your mentor’s
role was to help you narrow your focus and figure out just what “It” should be.
Wooster alumnus Daniel Heischman ’73, has a wonderful way of
Photo: Karol Crosbie
describing roles and balances. Executive director of the National Association of Episcopal Schools, Daniel has
just released the second printing of his book, Good Influence; Teaching the Wisdom of Adulthood. Adults, he
writes, serve as “speed bumps” to young people. They are also deep-sea divers, with a capacity to see very
deep beneath the surface—whether it is to the bottom of an Independent Study, or understanding the difference between what a child wants and what he needs.
Daniel writes, “Nothing is more important for a young person than to be taken seriously by an adult who
remains an adult.”
As our son Kelsey embarks on his adventure abroad, and son Tosh chooses a college or university, we are
looking forward to watching their new mentoring relationships unfold.
Yours for Wooster,
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We welcome your feedback. Write to Karol Crosbie,
editor, Wooster, Ebert Art Center, The College of
Wooster, 1220 Beall Ave., Wooster, Ohio, 44691, or
kcrosbie@wooster.edu. We may edit letters for clarity
and length.

LETTE RS FROM OUR R EADERS

Mailbox

Due credit: A correction
I had not yet sat down to enjoy the magazine when my parents called, telling me I was “famous.” I was intrigued by the last
page about the Index yearbook, but also troubled. It was not I
who resurrected the Index almost 17 years ago (gulp!), it was my
good friend and cohort, Erin G. Cross ’95. I vividly remember
when she knocked on my door in Holden and asked me to
accompany her on the journey to bring back the College’s yearbook. I was unaware what I was getting myself into, but of
course I said “yes!” (I seemed to say “yes” to a lot that first year
on campus.) At any rate, Erin had the ideas and needed me to
carry them out while she studied in Aberdeen for a semester. In
the end, thanks to a lot of support from Stan Hales and many
hours behind the scenes laying the framework for a fledgling
organization on campus, the Index was reborn.
Thanks for all the good work you do. The magazine is wonderfully informative, well designed and diverse. Please keep it
coming!
E L I S E B AT E S R U S S E L L
C O - P R E S I D E N T, C L AS S O F 1 9 9 5
P LY M O U T H , M I C H .

Beall’s bikers

I received my Winter 2010 copy of Wooster in the mail today
and was pleased to see the photos of the Beall Avenue
streetscape. Bicycle lanes on Beall—now that’s progress! It’s a
long ride from Phoenix, Ariz., but there is a well-known crosscountry bike ride that stops in Richmond, Ind. (my hometown),
and two days later in Wooster that I have promised myself I will
do when I retire. Maybe I’ll get a chance to ride those bike lanes
sometime in the next few years, and introduce the other cyclists
to the campus and Coccia House pizza while we’re in town.
B OB B EAN E ’77
P R E S I D E N T, C OA L I T I O N O F A R I Z O N A B I CYC L I STS
PHOE N IX, AR IZ.

From a Class Notes secretary
It’s hard to believe: 2010 marks the 63rd year of the ’47
Class Notes column. The early years saw a slim monthly magazine in black and white with few features and minimal pictures.
Today? What a change the years have made! One fine issue
follows another.
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Having been a class secretary for about 48 years, I’ve seen
many a good Wooster magazine, but the Fall 2009 issue was
unforgettable. Mark Niemczyk’s exquisite photos of the Oak
Grove took my breath away. Someday I hope to create a montage of them and hang them over my desk to brighten gloomy
days. What a joy they will continue to be.
But just as Niemczyk’s and Matt Dilyard’s photographs are
outstanding, so are editor Karol Crosbie’s excellent, thought-provoking articles she chooses to write and to publish. I had never
heard of Norman Morrison and his wife before reading their
moving story and now I shall never forget them. Last, I bid a wistful goodbye to Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer who has retired after 14
years as assistant editor of Wooster. That title may mean little to
you, dear grads, but you should know that she has been the lady
in charge of Class Notes all these years and will be missed like a
much-loved big sister. To Jimmy, we class secretaries can only
say, “Don’t go too far away. Wooster still needs your spirit.”
C O R N E L I A LY B A R G E R N E U SWA N G E R ’ 4 7
W R AY, C O L .

Brothers who crochet
I was overjoyed to read about the “bro-cheting” work of Matt
Pullara ’11, Zachary Boylston ’11 and their housemates (Oak
Grove, Winter 2010). While I didn’t discover the joy of crocheting
until I was in my late twenties, I still enjoy the looks I get at pastoral conferences when, during my free time, I pull out my latest
crochet project and go to work. (At a recent conference, I jokingly said, “I can guarantee you I’m the only male hooker in attendance!”) As Wooster’s young men have discovered, in addition to
the contemplative and creative processes that make crocheting
personally fulfilling, using these skills to help the needy is a
blessing to both the givers and receivers. I spend the autumn
months crocheting as many hats as I can to put on my congregation’s “hat and mitten tree,” and look forward to starting a
prayer shawl ministry with the ladies in my church.
Kudos to these young men for their willingness to cast off
social norms in favor of doing something both personally enjoyable and socially beneficial, and to the College for recognizing
their program as one worthy of official sanction.
R E V. M AT T H E W L . CA M L I N ’ 9 8
C H E ST E R , W. VA
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Becoming global citizens

Lay Down Your Heart by Colby Mills ’11
During my first week in Tanzania, we went to
Bagamoyo, one of East Africa’s most important coastal
trading ports for ivory and slaves during the late 19th century. In the native language of Kiswahili, Bagamoyo literally
means "lay down your heart," because it was the final
resting place for the slaves after they traveled from inland
to be shipped off the coast.
As we walked along the beach, we saw a large group
of children playing in the surf, and as soon as they noticed
us they ran down the sand to us. Together, we looked for
shells, made sand castles, and splashed in the Indian
Ocean. This child ran up from the water dripping wet, and
sat, resting, admiring the designs my friends had made in
the sand with shells.

The new Center for Diversity and Global Engagement is bringing sharper focus to the College’s historic commitment to
become caring citizens of the world.
College President Grant Cornwell identified the Center’s
purpose to attendees of a recent conference celebrating the
Center’s opening. Traditional “divisions of labor” separate staff
members working in student affairs and faculty members working on issues of diversity and global engagement. “This division of
labor is bureaucratically convenient and both existentially and
politically wrong-headed,” said Cornwell. The Center, located in
the newly renovated Babcock Hall, houses faculty and staff
working in the Ambassadors Program, the Office of International
Student Affairs, Off-Campus Studies, Office of Multi-ethnic
Student Affairs, and the College’s chaplain/director of interfaith
campus ministries.
The Center is intentionally located in the center of campus, to
facilitate dialogue, negotiation, and collaboration.
Second, the Center brings together domestic and international
programs and inquiry. “America is a nation of citizens of the world,
transnational in many ways,” said Cornwell, “and the Center’s
organization seeks to resonate with our nation’s identities and
issues.”
Finally, the Center, which houses students living in the CrossCultural Living and Experiences Program, provides a 24/7 learning community. Said Cornwell, “I believe, as John Dewey says,
that the process of living together educates. As residents do
homework and laundry, as they discuss campus and global
issues, as they cook together, socialize, and argue about music,
they are developing skills for responsible global citizenship.”
Co-directors of the Center for the coming year are Amyaz
Moledina, associate professor of economics and director of the
Social Entrepreneurship Program, and Susan Lee, assistant dean
for multi-ethnic student affairs.
“We have to know that this project will never reach completion,” said Cornwell. “We can never be complacent. We can never
say, ‘There, it’s done, it’s fixed, we can move on to other issues.’
“The mission of the Center will be relevant for as long as the
mission of the College is relevant.”

Anthropology major Colby Mills ’11 was a winner of the
spring 2010 Off-Campus Study photo contest.
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Oak Grove

HAPPE N I NGS AROU N D CAM PUS

Oak Grove

New Student Recreation Center to open January 2012

W

ith donations from the College’s Board of Trustees
leading the way, commitments from alumni and friends
are making possible the construction of a $30 million student
recreation center. Demolition to make way for the addition began
this spring, and the facility is scheduled to open in January 2012.
The 123,000 square foot facility, which will connect to the

The Wooster Fund (We’re glad you asked!)
Q: It sounds like the College’s finances are in great shape.
Why do you continue to ask us to support the Wooster
Fund?
A: The $22 million in gifts that have been pledged for the new
center are indeed generous. They reflect the wishes of donors
who want their dollars used for capital improvements, and these
restricted funds can’t be used for annual operating expenses.
Q: What is The Wooster Fund used for?
A: As our main source of unrestricted funds, The Wooster Fund
allows us to support student scholarships, maintain our beautiful
campus, and attract and retain the most talented teachers and
scholars.

4 Wooster SPRING 2010

existing Armington Physical Education Center, will have four intramural courts for basketball, tennis and volleyball; baseball batting
cages; an NCAA regulation 200-meter running track; indoor long
jump, triple jump and pole vault; a fitness center, new locker
rooms, and new offices and meeting rooms.

Q: I can’t afford to give very much. It’s hard to believe that
my small contribution would make a difference.
A: Many small contributions add up. But there’s a second reason
that every contribution matters. Alumni participation in The
Wooster Fund affects the College’s rankings, such as the one
done by the U.S. News and World Report. Rankings are based on
many measurements, including “alumni satisfaction.” The only way
satisfaction is measured is by the number of alumni who give an
unrestricted financial gift to the College each year.
Every donor to The Wooster Fund helps us to remain competitive with our peers in this category. It is your vote of confidence in
the College.
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“The facility is a strategic priority.” . . . President Grant Cornwell

The center’s design and construction will use environmentally
friendly, energy-efficient, and sustainable building practices. The
College plans to seek LEED Silver certification from the U.S.
Green Building Council.
The College’s athletic facilities lag behind those of its competitors, said President Grant Cornwell, and the new addition will not
only contribute to the campus experience of students, faculty, and

staff, but will also help to attract new students. “The facility is a
strategic priority,” he said.
The Student Recreation Center is the first phase of a longterm plan to create a Campus Center which will eventually link
athletic facilities with the student center, creating a new “heart
and hub” for the campus community.

70% of Wooster students receive need-based financial aid . . . 30% don’t.

THE WOOSTER FUND PHONATHON: Every fall, spring, and winter, a corps of Wooster students spends almost 2,000 hours calling alumni.
They chat about common interests, update information, and discuss the ways The Wooster Fund supports the College. From left: Katie Harvuot
’10, Jesse Berkowitz ’12, Clare Nelson-Johnson ’13, Erin Britt ’10, Liz Streigl ’12, Sarah Ciriegio ’11, Leann Do ’12, Emily Johnson ’12, Joe
Skonce ’12, Melanie Sidman ’12.
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Oak Grove

HAPPE N I NGS AROU N D CAM PUS

Oak Grove

In the news
Anyone who still calls Wooster the country’s “best-kept secret”
hasn’t been paying attention.
Charles Kammer, professor of religious studies, was a main
source for a Feb. 22 front-page story in Lakeland, Fla. Ledger
about America’s response to Haiti’s earthquake. Kammer said that
“a sour undercurrent” by some Americans “reflects several tendencies in American culture, including a resurgent racism and a
selfish form of individualism.”
Mike Malmon-Berg, psychologist and counselor, was quoted
in a Feb. 26 U.S. News and World Report online article, “How to
Relax and Ace Your College Midterms.” Stress-management
expert Malmon-Berg said, “As many as 20 percent of students
report testing anxiety so severe that their performance on exams
is adversely affected.”

High jumper Abena
Boamah-Acheampong
has won all five college
meets in her first year at
Wooster, setting the
school record at 5 ft.
4.5 inches.

Photo: Matt Dilyard
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Pam Frese, professor of sociology and anthropology, was featured in a Feb. 28 Chicago Tribune article about the growing
presence of the Easter Bunny in shopping malls. According to
Frese, an expert on civil-religious holidays and their traditions, the
Easter Bunny’s popularity demonstrates how Americans use malls
as community centers, where people of all religious backgrounds
can celebrate holidays together.
Erin Leonardi, associate director of residence life, was quoted
in the Feb. 25 Chronicle of Higher Education about how Wooster
will count its students for the U.S. Census. She was also interviewed by USA Today on the subject
Wooster’s Independent Study was praised in an essay by
John Strassburger, president of Ursinus College, that appeared in
the April 6 Chronicle of Higher Education.
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Mark A. Wilson ’78, professor of geology, received frontpage coverage in the Cleveland Plain Dealer on Feb. 27.

Wooster scientists discover a new family of fossil
clams in Israel’s Negev Desert

Dinosaur hunters get all the glory.
When they find the fossils of a new prehistoric reptile, it’s big
news, trumpeted on newscasts, front pages and the covers of
science journals.
But if you discover a new kind of ancient clam, as College of
Wooster geologist Mark Wilson has done–and not just a previously unknown species, but a whole new family of clam species, from
a pivotal time 240 million years ago when Earth was recovering
from the near extinction of all life–what do you get?
Bad jokes about prehistoric clam sauce.
Wilson understands a stegosaurus is sexier than a fossilized
sea creature that looks like a lump of mud. Still, he’s excited by the
find, the detective work that led to its identification, and the clam’s
potential to aid science’s emerging understanding of mass extinctions and their aftermath.

The odd fossil from the middle Triassic (some 240 million
years old) is unlike anything we would recognize as a clam today.
The unique organism lived upside down, had thick shells, a flat
bottom, and a distinctive top that resembled a shark’s fin, said
Mark Wilson, Lewis M. and Marian Senter Nixon Professor of
Natural Sciences.
The discovery is significant not only because it represents a
new family, but also because its origin came at a critical time in
the history of life. “This family emerged after the greatest mass
extinction of life on earth—the end of the Permian Period. Many
unusual organisms developed then as life diversified.” said Wilson.
The project was a collaboration between Wilson, Thomas
Yancey of Texas A&M, and Allison Mione ’05, who worked on
interpreting the clam’s ancient environment for her
Independent Study.
A three-year search in Israel’s Negev desert for a whole specimen turned up a rock which had folded and faulted in just the
right way to yield complete fossils. The researchers gathered a
dozen specimens, ranging in age from juvenile to adult, and
turned them over to Yancey, an expert on fossil clams, to put
them into context.
They concluded that this was, indeed, a new family because of
its uncommon characteristics. For example, the two halves of the
shell, which pointed upward, came apart at the hinge and grew
independently of one another, thus preventing the clam from
completely closing. The researchers believe that the clam lived on
the water’s surface and was often partially covered by sediment,
leading to the development of reef-like mounds. The trio deduced
that tissue inside the clam was probably extended outside the
shell to allow other organisms (such as algae) that lived in the tissue to produce nutrients and oxygen. "It's known as mutualism,"
said Wilson. "Two organisms live together and both benefit."
Ironically, this family of clams was discovered more than a halfcentury ago, but scientists misidentified it, said Wilson. “Many
people think that the fossil records are complete and that there is
nothing new to be added. This shows that there is still much we
don’t know.”

from an article by John Mangels, The Plain Dealer

By John Finn, director of public information

Photo: Matt Dilyard
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Alumni News

W O O ST E R A LU M N I ACT I V I T I E S

Alumni News

Position opening

Director of Alumni Relations and the Wooster Fund
The College of Wooster seeks a person to manage and direct
its comprehensive Alumni Relations program, including fund raising for The Wooster Fund. Current director Sandy Eyre Nichols
’94 , who has held the job for eight years, has been promoted to
the position of Director of Development.
The Alumni Relations position is both demanding and rewarding. Successful candidates will demonstrate competencies in the
daily management of staff, budgets, and facilities and will be able
to set and meet annual performance goals. Most of all, however,
they will be passionate about creatively engaging the diverse
interests and talents of Wooster’s alumni body in a wide range of
activities and services. They will be excellent communicators who
enjoy being part of a hard-working and productive team.
Responsibilities of the Alumni Director include, but are not limited to: strategic coordination of alumni relations programs with
development, communications, and marketing efforts; serving as

principal staff support for Wooster’s national Alumni Board and as
liaison to alumni constituencies and special interest groups; leadership for planning and executing all on-campus alumni programs
such as Alumni Weekend; organization of off-campus activities
such as Scots in Service; and strategic development of Wooster’s
volunteer base.
On The Wooster Fund side, the Director manages staff and
budget for the annual fund; develops and implements solicitation
strategies and operating plans for alumni, parents and friends,
including direct mail, telephone and web-based programs; and
makes personal visits to donors.
In addition to the responsibilities outlined above, we are seeking someone who demonstrates the personal qualities of warmth,
energy, enthusiasm and integrity. First preference will be given to
graduates of The College of Wooster.
Send letters of application
and resumes to:
Director of Alumni Relations
Search, The College of
Wooster, Galpin Hall,
Wooster, OH 44691
or electronically to:
DARWF-search@wooster.edu.

The Gault Alumni Center
houses 13 staff members
working for Alumni Relations
and The Wooster Fund and
provides returning alumni
with a warm, welcoming
gathering place.
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Distinguished Alumni
Al Van Wie ’52, Jane Morley Kotchen ’60, and Dale Swift ’80, will receive Distinguished Alumni
Awards during Alumni Weekend, June 10-13. The award is given each year to three alumni who
bring honor to the College through their service and/or professional accomplishments.
Al Van Wie, Jr. ’52 “The Dutchman”
Al Van Wie arrived on campus in 1948 after serving in World
War II, the first of his family to attend college and one of many
students who came on the GI Bill. He had known since he was
in seventh grade that he wanted to be a coach (his self-professed mediocrity as a football player notwithstanding) and was
single-minded in his passion.
The College’s athletics were different back then. There were
no women’s sports, and of course no women coaches. Van Wie
would come to be known as a leader who rushed change.
He coached high school football for eight years, received an
M.S., and in 1960 said “yes” when Wooster President Howard
Lowry and football coach Phil Shipe asked him to help coach
football, basketball, and track, and teach physical education. A
year later, Van Wie agreed to coach tennis and fill in as head
basketball coach while a permanent replacement was sought to
replace the legendary Mose Hole. Twenty years later, The
Dutchman was still here, becoming the second winningest coach
in the Ohio Athletic Conference, second only to Mose.
Under his leadership as professor of physical education and
athletics, chair of the department, and eventually director of athletics, the College’s women’s athletics achieved parity. The change
occurred before Title IX became a federal mandate, and Van Wie,
who served on the NCAA’s Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic
Committee, includes this accomplishment as one that gives him
the most satisfaction.
Van Wie, who is included on the rosters of four athletic Halls
of Fame, including the College’s, likes winning as much as any
coach. But without education and learning, it is meaningless, he
says. “There must be educational value in athletics. If not, it
shouldn’t be on campus.” An innovative and entrepreneurial educator, Van Wie created the state’s first basketball camp for boys.
Forty years later, Camp Fighting Scot is one of the largest
specialized camps in the state.
“The basketball court,” says Al Van Wie, “ was my classroom.”

Distinguished Alumnus Al Van Wie, Jr. is professor
emeritus of physical education and the College’s former
head basketball coach.
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Alumni News

Dale Swift ’80
As one of only about 200 pediatric neurosurgeons in North
America, Dale Swift ’80 is a member of an elite group. But
chances are, he’d wince at the word “elite.”
He is undramatic, uncomfortable being in the limelight, and
compares the physical part of surgery to blue-collar skills. “A
carpenter or plumber would understand what we’re doing. In
the brain, we’re working with saws and drills. Or if we’re treating hydrocephalus, we’re working with tubes, pipes, and valves.”
This combination of thinking about a problem and at the
same time manually doing something about it attracted him to
the specialty, said Swift, who likes working with his hands.
He also likes kids. The care they require is different from
adult care, he says.
For example, alerted by morning headaches, an adult with
a brain tumor may seek attention when the tumor is small.
A child is less likely to complain. Or if she does, a parent
may believe that a morning headache is an excuse for not
going to school. “By the time I see a kid with a brain tumor,
it’s really big.”
Because many of Swift’s young patients have congenital
malformations that may be with them permanently, he is committed to seeing them throughout their lives. He is also committed to working with families who will be affected by their
children’s illnesses. On occasion, Swift brings his two sons,
ages 11 and 12, to the hospital. “Families like to know that you
have kids. They think you’re able to relate better. And they’re
probably right.”
His specialty requires him to balance bleak honesty with
compassionate optimism. “For each family, you need to talk to
them in a way that’s appropriate for them but which doesn’t
take away their confidence, or make them too anxious. You
don’t want to take hope away from kids.”
Swift is intrigued by the brain’s mysteries. “It’s a philosophical paradox. How can a brain understand a brain? We’ll never
completely understand it.” He looks forward to future insights
about how the physical relates to the functional.
Swift, who practices at Children’s Medical Center in Dallas,
was one of five neurosurgeons who in 2003 separated
Egyptian conjoined twins. (He appreciated the wide coverage
that the successful surgery received, he says, but would have
preferred that his own role had stayed out of the story.)
“I don’t like drama and I don’t like to be dramatic with

10 Wooster SPRING 2010

Distinguished Alumnus Dr. Dale Swift is a pediatric
neurosurgeon who loves children.
Photo: Louis Curtis

patients. For example, yesterday a kid came into the emergency room with an epidural hematoma after a car accident. It
was very bad. He was pretty much on the way to dying. We
took the blood clot out and the kid did very well. The parents
don’t know how close their child was to not making it. And I
kind of like that.
“Why be dramatic? Let them go. Let them be.”
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Jane Morley Kotchen ’60

Distinguished Alumna Dr. Jane Kotchen is an international
leader in epidemiological education and research.

The medical discipline called clinical translational science
might sound esoteric, but as soon as you understand what it is,
you know why Jane Morley Kotchen ’60 cites it as a perfect
example of independent minds, working together. The discipline
is included in the course offering of a new master’s degree
program at the Medical College of Wisconsin, which Kotchen
developed and directs.
Clinical translational science is just what it says it is:
Translating scientific discoveries into practical applications, a
process that requires thinking creatively and collaboratively. “We
train individuals to think beyond the boundaries of their particular
focus,” says Kotchen. She gives a case study example: “Think
about patients who are immobile and the kinds of devices they
might need to make their lives easier—for example, something
that would help them take a shower. To design a solution, the
creative problem solver will seek input from engineers, doctors,
nurses, caregivers, and the patient.”
Students who excel in her classes, says Kotchen, are innovative thinkers who have been exposed to and understand a variety
of disciplines.
In addition to her work as an administrator and professor of
population health, Kotchen is an oft-cited researcher in the
areas of women’s health and high blood pressure in African
Americans. Her studies explore the relationship of diet, vitamin
supplementation, and hormone replacement to diseases such
as cancer, cardiovascular disease, fractures, and dementia.
She received her M.D. degree from Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland and her master’s in Public Health from
the University of North Carolina.
Her chemistry degree from The College of Wooster served
her well, she says, but she also highly values the rich array of
courses she took, including social history and religion.
KC

Distinguished Alumni Award Nominations for 2011
You, more than anyone, know the accomplishments of your fellow alumni.
We’d love to hear from you. Nominations are due July 1. For more information on the
awards or to make a nomination, contact the Office of Alumni Relations at
alumni.wooster.edu or 330-263-2533.
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by KAROL CROSBIE

photos by DOYLE YODER

THE

O F H O L M E S C O U N T Y, O H I O

Two Wooster professors conduct the first comprehensive
study of the Holmes County Amish Settlement.

There are two popular ways to imagine the Amish. The first is cinnamon-scented
and beatific, a story of a simple and serene people living in a near-perfect, agrarian
society. The second (perhaps a cynical reaction to the first?) spins tales of brow-beaten
wives and disrespectful youth, rampaging their way through rumspringa with drugs and
disobedience.
Enough sensational media coverage has occurred that when David McConnell,
professor of anthropology, and Charles Hurst, retired professor of sociology, embarked
on their study of the Holmes County Amish more than seven years ago, their first
order of business was to establish trust. Their subjects questioned the professors about
the upcoming book: How would the information be used? In what form would it
appear? Could interviewees review portions of the book?
Neither man was a stranger to local Amish. McConnell had made many friends
through his interest in birding; Hurst had co-authored an article on the impact of
tourism on Amish culture and had worked on their community directories and a
transportation study.
The researchers explained their intent: To produce a social-scientific study that
neither sensationalized nor romanticized; to honestly examine a community that was
neither static nor uniform; to show respect, but not shy away from contradictions and
conflicts. By the project’s conclusion, the two professors had been granted interviews
with almost 200 individuals, mostly in Amish homes. Interviews were conducted with
community members and key informants (i.e. central spokespersons). Information also
came through questionnaires, interviews with non-Amish, and visits to weddings,
church services, singings, quilting bees, and schools.
Hurst and McConnell’s book, An Amish Paradox: Diversity and Change in the World’s
Largest Amish Community, represents the first comprehensive study of the Holmes
County settlement. Reading the book is a head-swimming experience. But although it
covers complex issues and is grounded in a social scientific perspective, the book is
jargon-free and its main ideas can be clearly understood.
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T

SHAP ING HOLMES COUNT Y
The Amish, who make up about 45 percent of the population in
Holmes County (just south of Wayne County, where the College is
located), have shaped the area in unique ways.
• Per capita income in Holmes County is among the seven lowest
counties in the state, a situation that often corresponds with high
unemployment, large welfare rolls, and high crime. But in Holmes
County, unemployment is the lowest of all Ohio counties, crime rates
are among the lowest in the state, and the welfare dependency rates
are some of the lowest in the country.
• Farms in Holmes County are smaller than the average Ohio farm but
are among the most productive and energy-efficient farms in the
United States.
• The language of the Amish, Pennsylvania Dutch, or Deitsch (actually
a variant of German), is one of a handful of minority languages in the
United States that is not endangered and not supported by the arrival
of new immigrants.
• Approximately half of the students in the Holmes County public
schools are Amish.
14 Wooster SPR I NG 2010
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A P H I L O S O P H Y S U S TA I N S A C U LT U R E

o the outsider, the Amish lifestyle can appear to
be one of deprivation and austerity, prompting
us to ask: What’s kept the culture alive? And
can it continue? The answer may lie in the culture’s central, guiding value. Called gelassenheit,
it is one of humility and selflessness, a surrendering to God
first and community second, with self-interest always coming
in last. “It can be argued that gelassenheit is the key feature
that has helped sustain the Amish and acted as a compass,”
says McConnell. “It’s not that their culture isn’t changing, it’s
how the sensibility of gelassenheit directs those calibrations.”
A spirit of selflessness begins with the family, where
divorce is taboo and large, multigenerational households are
universal. For the Amish, the gift of longevity does not typically include “the cultural nightmare of living old and alone,”
write the authors. “The notion that with age come experience
and wisdom is deeply ingrained in Amish culture.”

From plows to profits

The Amish are not immune to the factors that contributed to
the demise of America’s small family farm, including the shrinking availability of land and rising land costs. Mammoth leaps in
mechanization, detrimental to their English (non-Amish) counterparts, affected them even more.
Today, only around 10 percent of Amish men in the Holmes
settlement are full-time farmers, compared to 48 percent in 1973
and 33 percent in 1988. They have turned to diverse occupations—selling bulk foods, quilts, plants, fabric, lumber, and
woodworking. The success of their micro-enterprises is well
above the national average. For example, the 450 Amish woodworking and furniture manufacturers in Holmes County employ
almost 3,000 individuals, consume roughly 11 percent of Ohio
hardwood lumber, and account for about 3 percent of all furniture shipments in the U.S. “. . . Amish entrepreneurs have shown a
knack for creativity, on-the-job learning, and low-key but savvy
niche marketing.”
Sustaining this dramatic change is the gelassenheit sensibility,
which promotes collaboration with other community members,
including cooperative associations, and the sharing of new products, methods, and markets. “The greater self-sufficiency, ingenuity,
and group support found among the Amish provides them with
resources not as readily found among many English who are left
unemployed or underemployed.”

“ …This panoply of shared history and culture has created
one of the most remarkable stories of cultural persistence in
American history, perhaps in the world.”
— CHARLES HURST AND DAVID MCCONNELL
From: An Amish Paradox: Diversity and Change in the World’s Largest Amish Community
Chuck Hurst and David McConnell receive a demonstration at the Homestead
Furniture woodworking shop in Mount Hope, Ohio.

Room for differences

If nimble flexibility is key to the economic success of the
Amish, their accommodation of diversity is important to their
cultural longevity. Four distinctive main groups—
Swartzentruber, Andy Weaver, Old Order, and New Order—
allow the coexistence of significant social differences. These
range from bonnet and beard styles to attitudes towards shunning, technology, health care, interaction with the outside world,
involvement in mission work, and positions on rumspringa (the
“running around” coming-of-age period for adolescents).
Something is working. In most settlements nationally, nearly
90 percent of young people join the church.
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PARADOXES

here is nothing simple about the Amish.
“It has been enormously complex and
challenging to understand the intricacies
and nuances of the different affiliations, says McConnell.
“Even by year six and seven, we were still struggling to get
our minds around the details.”
Early in the process, the authors had planned to call the book
Plain but not Simple: Dynamism and Diversity Among the Ohio
Amish. But paradoxes, contradictions, and quandaries kept
appearing, and the perfect title, An Amish Paradox, made itself
known. Here are recurring themes:

RO OM FOR DIVERSI T Y
All Amish, regardless of their affiliation, agree on
basic tenets of their faith: To live a life of selflessness,
humility, and non-resistance that is separate from the
world. The philosophy of separation provides the four
main affiliations with their most visible differences. For
example, Swartzentruber women and girls usually
dress in dark colors, with large bonnets, while Old and
New Order women wear smaller bonnets and more
pastel colors. Swartzentruber men wear their beards
untrimmed, while more liberal affiliations groom hair
and beards. While all Amish reject cars, their buggies
reflect their affiliation: Swartzentruber buggies are
windowless, Old Order use only steel-clad wheels, and
New Order buggies have rubber on the rims and sliding doors. While all orders reject some technology,
there is variability in degrees. For example, the
Swartzentrubers reject indoor plumbing, power mowers, milking machines, and linoleum floors, while some
Old Order and New Order may use cell phones.

The Holmes County settlement is the birthplace of the
Swartzentruber Amish, the most conservative group. These
Swartzentruber girls help their parents sell hand-woven baskets
by the roadside.
16 Wooster S P R I N G 2 0 1 0

• On the one hand, allowing diverse practices and
beliefs within the Amish culture is a sustaining force.
On the other hand, it causes conflict—a landscape of
fracture. “There may be agreement in theory that all Amish
maintain a ‘spirit’ of nonconformity, but in practice there is a
huge cultural chasm, for example, between those Amish groups
that can own computers (with some restrictions on use) at one
end of the spectrum, and those who are not even allowed to buy
processed Velveeta cheese on the other.”
• In order to preserve their ability to live separate
from the world, the Amish are increasingly becoming a
part of it, as they move from farming to commerce.
Again, a sustaining force is also a divisive one. “The doctrine of separation from the world requires a never-ending
string of judgments about the proper degree of accommodation.
The twin facts that the Amish are residentially interspersed
with their non-Amish neighbors and are increasingly interdependent economically only heightens the frequency with which
Amish of all affiliations encounter worldly situations that are
morally ambiguous.
Another result of the change from farming to
wage labor is that everyone (including 14-year-olds
who have finished their formal education) has more
disposable cash and more leisure time. This translates
into more incentive and ability to interact with the outside world. More pronounced differences in income
between groups cause new tensions.
• The number of youth who choose to join their
churches and make a lifelong commitment to the Amish
way of life is at an all-time high. Increased daily contact
with the English has not translated into an increased
desire to be a part of them.
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“ It has been enormously complex and
challenging to understand the intricacies
and nuances of the different affiliations.
Even by year six and seven, we were
still struggling to get our minds around
the details.”

— D AVID M C C ONNELL

(above) In the Holmes County settlement, competitive baseball is more likely to be sanctioned if players are unmarried
and unbaptized.
(below) One of the first trails in the nation created for Amish
buggies, the Holmes County Trail, is also used by both
English and Amish bikers, walkers, and rollerbladers.
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• Youth from churches with more liberal rules are less
likely to remain with the Amish society than are their
conservative counterparts. The Andy Weaver group has
97 percent retention; the Swartzentrubers are estimated at
90 percent; the Old Order has 75 percent, and the New
Order has less than 65 percent retention. One of the main
reasons given for leaving the church is a desire for a more
personal intense religious experience, less mediated by
rules, regulations, and an ordained leadership.
• Perpetuating their culture by controlling education
was so important to the Amish that they pursued litigation, and a 1972 Supreme Court decision granted them
this right. But currently, approximately one-third of
Holmes County Amish send their children to public
schools for at least a few years. “There is a desire to maintain control over education so as to ensure continuity of Amish
lifestyles but also a pragmatic concern to provide children with
an education that will serve them well economically in a
changing occupational and technological context.”
• Influence is a two-way street. “The path between
modernity and tradition, the English and the Amish communities, goes both ways; it is a two-way rather than a one-way
street. . . the very attractiveness of some aspects of the Amish
lifestyle to outsiders suggests that Amish ways of living and
working can influence the English.” For example, the Amish
are in the vanguard of consumer use of solar energy and
wind power.
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ED UCAT ING T HE COMMUN I T Y
Community lecture

A lecture by the two authors at the Wayne County Public Library was
well attended.

Anthropology 231

Not surprisingly, David McConnell’s goals for his Amish Culture
anthropology class are no different than those for his book: To understand the nuances of a culture based on research that is honest and
thorough. Also, he wants his students to acquire a “critical vocabulary
and a set of ethnographic insights” against which to judge popular
representations of the Amish in the popular media.
On a cold day in February, students watch The Devil’s Playground,
the widely acclaimed documentary on rumspringa. The students watch
critically, and in a follow-up discussion, identify some scientifically weak
approaches— a few flabby conclusions, overly theatrical music, and the
problem inherent with assuming that Amish who are willing to be
filmed are representative.
Included in the class requirements was a Saturday visit to an Amish
settlement, where students visited a buggy shop and quilting business
and were dinner guests in an Amish home.
20 Wooster S P R I N G 2 0 1 0
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A community of trust

The authors conclude their book with a comparison of
Amish and English attitudes towards institutions and
humankind.
Although Amish are unlikely to be involved in national politics (only 10-15 percent in Holmes County voted
in national elections), they are involved in local issues
that affect their culture and lifestyle, such as zoning, safety, and hunting. “Their selective involvement suggests
that more Amish feel that they can make a difference
when it counts,” write the authors. Comparisons between
a survey conducted by the authors and national studies
suggest that the Amish feel more connected than their
English counterparts, less cynical, less critical of institutions, and more trusting.
For example, a 2007 Harris Poll shows that significant
majorities of American adults felt that (1) “The rich are
getting richer and the poor are getting poorer.”(2) “The
people running the country don’t really care what happens
to you.” (3) “Most people with power try to take advantage of people like you.” and (4) “What you think doesn’t
count very much any more.” More than one-third also
believed that they were “left out of things going on
around them.”
In contrast, less than one-quarter of the Holmes
County Settlement Amish felt that people in power tried
to take advantage of them or that what they thought
didn’t count. Less than one-tenth felt they were left out
of things around them. Just over one-quarter felt that
those running the country don’t care what happens to
people. The only question in which a slight majority of
Amish felt some alienation concerned economic inequality. About half felt that the rich were getting richer and
the poor were getting poorer in the country as a whole.
Evidence from national surveys also suggests that
Americans’ confidence in their institutions has declined
since the 1970s and at least half believe that other people
cannot be trusted. “Ironically,” write the authors, “trust
has declined at precisely a time when it is more needed.”
In spite of schisms, conflicts, and differences, the
high level of trust Amish have for each other will ultimately sustain them, conclude the authors. They end
their book with this thought: “Perhaps the modern
English society that venerates the individual so highly needs
to consider more carefully what can be learned from this
more traditional society to maintain a sense of community
and trust.”

An Amish Paradox
By Charles E. Hurst and David L. McConnell
Publishers, The Johns Hopkins University Press
Chapter 1 | Discovering the Holmes County Amish
Chapter 2 | The Origins of Religious Diversity
Chapter 3 | Coping with Church Schism
Chapter 4 | Continuity and Change in Family Life
Chapter 5 | The Changing Landscape of Learning
Chapter 6 | Work Within and Outside Tradition
Chapter 7 | Health along the Life Cycle
Chapter 8 | Stepping Back and Looking Forward

Cell phone use is a source of controversy and debate among the Amish.
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American
Reshaping the

by KAROL CROSBIE

dream

The diverse vantage points, experiences, and
long-standing passions of two alumnae make
them leaders in the fields of affordable and
fair housing.
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C

hange occurs when pressure is applied—sometimes from within a system, and
sometimes from without. Diane Houk ’81 and Erika Poethig ’93 have done both.
While Houk was working on the inside, as a senior trial attorney in the Housing
Section of the U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, Poethig was working from without, as an associate director for housing at the MacArthur Foundation, where she
studied how policy affects affordable rental housing.
And then the two women switched roles. Houk, fed up with a system that she believed had
become ineffective in responding to racial discrimination, in 2004 quit her job of 13 years with
the federal government and joined the nonprofit world. She co-founded the Fair Housing
Justice Center in New York City, and serves as a lecturer on fair housing at Columbia Law
School, her alma mater. In late 2009, she left the center and joined the New York law practice of
Emery Celli Brinckerhoff & Abady, where she litigates civil rights cases.
Poethig, on the other hand, left her job of eight years with the MacArthur Foundation when
the Obama administration asked her to take the job of deputy assistant in the Office of Policy
Development and Research in the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
The two women’s experiences, diverse vantage points, and long-standing passions about
affordable and fair housing make them leaders in the field.
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Diane Houk ’81

D

iane Houk remembers the turning point, when she clearly
knew the professional path she would take. Her major—
urban studies—required her to spend a quarter of her

sophomore year engaged in community organization in

Philadelphia. “I was in a very poor, minority neighborhood,

learning how HUD and other big agencies actually affect

people on a day-to-day basis,” she remembers. “It wasn’t theoretical, it was real.” The take-home lesson? Policy matters.

Diane Houk speaks with a client at her New York City office.
P H OTO :

S e t h Wo l f s o n
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At the time, the College had a partnership with
Columbia Law School, which gave one junior every year the
opportunity to leave Wooster and complete the senior year
and law school at Columbia. “I was fortunate to be selected,” says Houk. “It was an amazing opportunity.”
After practicing law for seven years in Milwaukee, Houk
began her work with the U.S. Department of Justice—first
as a senior trial attorney and then special litigation counsel.
Her passion throughout her career, she says, has been using
the 1968 federal Fair Housing Act (FHA) to challenge discrimination and increase housing opportunities.
As a lecturer at Columbia Law School, Houk says she
remains surprised that many law students don’t know the
country’s history of housing segregation. “Some students are
hearing for the first time that Martin Luther King’s assassination was the impetus for the federal government to finally
enact the FHA. They should know—but often don’t—that
in the 1930s and ’40s, race-restrictive covenants were
required before owners and buyers could receive federally
insured mortgage insurance and loans.”
Although the law and its subsequent amendments were
critical to changing the country’s housing policies, signs of
racial segregation are still “very troubling,” says Houk. “We
live very separate and segregated lives. Our workplaces are
more integrated, but where we go home at night to live is
often still as segregated as it was 20 and 30 years ago.”
Policies matter. They can increase segregation or dismantle it. Houk gives an example: “What kind of policies
does HUD use to decide where to build housing? Is all the
housing for low-income people in the same neighborhood,
or is it being built in a variety of neighborhoods that give
access to good schools, good jobs, good transportation, and
city services?”
Funding also matters. It can deny access or open doors.
A $1 million, three-year grant from HUD, supplemented by
support from foundations and pro bono work from law
firms, allowed Houk to open the Fair Housing Justice
Center in 2005. In addition to providing free legal counseling, the Center investigates real estate brokers and landlords
by comparing the experiences of black and white “testers,”
who pose as renters and buyers.
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“Our work places are more integrated, but
where we go home at night to live is often as
segregated as it was 20 and 30 years ago.”
— DIANE HOUK

Today’s recession through a civil rights lens
Even though she’s been fighting housing discrimination for more than 20 years, Houk was surprised
when predatory lenders who targeted minorities for
high-cost mortgages began a downward spiral that
affected the whole economy.
She describes a current lawsuit in New York to
illustrate how such schemes worked: “Imagine you
are an African-American or a recent immigrant who
is buying a home for the first time. A ‘one-stopshop’ company approaches you, promising to help
you reach the American dream. ‘You don’t have to

have an independent appraisal done—we’ll do that.
You don’t have to pick out the house—we have an
inventory—we’ve remodeled them for you. You
don’t need to get your own lawyer for the closing—
we’ll provide you with one.’
“The whole thing is a scam. The family ends up
with a house with a new coat of paint slapped on it
and a mortgage with unreasonable terms. The lawsuit’s allegation is that this company targeted communities with large African-American and new
immigrant homeowners. They don’t have a single
home buyer who is white.”
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Erika Poethig ’93

A

lthough a large poster of President Obama hangs behind
Erika Poethig’s desk, her admiration for her boss is less
star-powered than that of some Capitol Hill newcomers.
The Obamas were her neighbors in the Hyde Park area of

Chicago, and they often ran into each other in the grocery store.
Poethig joined the Obama campaign early and served on
the campaign’s housing policy committee. She was well
acquainted with newly appointed HUD Secretary Shaun
Donovan through her work at the MacArthur Foundation,
and didn’t hesitate to accept an offer to become deputy
assistant secretary for HUD’s Office of Policy Development
and Research. Working with a staff of 25, Poethig analyzes
and translates research findings to help ensure that policy is
evidence-based.

Erika Poethig looks at data with one of her staff members, Rob Collinson ’07, a
social science analyst with HUD. “Rob is proving to be incredibly adaptive in
analyzing and translating data,” says Poethig.
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Poethig, who majored in political science and received an
M.S. in public policy from the University of Chicago, calls
this her “dream job.” “The job is about big ideas—and how to
make them real.” She ticks off main areas of concern: The
affordability crisis for homeowners and renters, homelessness,
and sustainability issues (how much energy a home consumes
and its proximity to jobs and public transit).
At the root of the affordability crisis, says Poethig, is this
country’s peculiar value that stipulates that to be a true
American, one must be a homeowner. “We’ve cast home
ownership as the American dream, and it is the main way
that we build wealth and assets. Average citizens don’t have
much financial literacy that helps them access other ways of
building wealth.”
Poethig’s work at the MacArthur Foundation prompted her
to conclude that balance between policies that favored renting
and buying are critically needed. “As a country, we need to
make sure that we are sustaining and supporting renters. We
need to understand that renters can also be fully a part of
American society.”
The scope of the behemoth HUD is huge, its bureaucracy
sprawling. “In housing,” says Poethig, “you cut across every
policy domain. On any given day, I may have to twist my
head around community development, rental housing, or
home ownership.”
Stakeholders in the myriad issues are plentiful, and Poethig
is part of listening sessions that seek to incorporate their feedback into policy recommendations. “It’s very slow. They don’t
call it sausage-making for nothing.”
Built-in tensions
In fact, the agency’s scope is untenable, says Diane Houk.
HUD holds the purse strings for programs like housing for
people with disabilities, or low-income public housing. “But if
you want to file a housing discrimination complaint, HUD
has to investigate both itself and the entity that it gives money
to. So there is this built-in tension.
“HUD is uniquely challenged to increase housing opportunity and address the legacy of housing segregation that we still
have in this country,” says Houk.
Poethig, who began studying institutional change when she
was a student at Wooster, agrees that change is essential.
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“The job is about big ideas —
and how to make them real.”
— ERIKA POETHIG

PHOTOS:

“Institutions are on a forward track, and to pivot or change
takes an enormous amount of energy. HUD is not an agency
that has had a very good reputation.”
But, she says, the agency was created as a response to discrimination, and this historic legacy continues as its foundation.
“One of the main agendas of the secretary and the president
is to transform the agency,” says Poethig. “And what will drive
this change will be programs and policies.”
Both women are optimistic. Her students may lack historic
understanding of housing problems, but they bring creative
curiosity to the task ahead, says Houk. “I think this is a critical
moment, as we harness technology and capacity, to reinvent
government and communities.”

Karol Crosbie

Erika Poethig, who just begun a two-year term as president of
the College’s Alumni Board, will use her ability to create strategic
direction from diverse, interdisciplinary input.
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ED U CAT I O N
and

O P P O RT U N I T Y
In 1998-2000, I left my job at Penn State University to teach physics
at Addis Ababa University. My wife Sara taught English at the
Evangelical Theological College.
Many Americans imagine Ethiopia only as a country inhabited by
starving tribal peoples in grass-roofed mud huts. This image is partly
true, but the reality is much more complicated. The capital city of Addis
Ababa, home to 3-4 million people, has an economy and infrastructure
under heavy construction. New buildings are springing up, clean water
systems are expanding, telecommunications are improving, and the
Internet is ubiquitous.
Secondary education and university systems are also expanding. In a
major initiative, the Ethiopian government is building 13 new university
campuses. However, expanding current educational methodologies without addressing a fundamental lack of economic opportunities is a recipe
for calamity. The answer, oddly enough, is a Wooster-type education in
the Horn of Africa.
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A liberal-arts education offers
hope for Ethiopia
b y J O N AT H A N PA R T E E ’ 9 1

The mission of Hope University College, Ethiopia’s first nonprofit college, is to “Develop leadership for a world of hope.”
The school’s doors open this fall.
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Many Americans imagine Ethiopia only as a
country inhabited by starving tribal peoples in
grass-roofed mud huts. This image is partly true,
but the reality of Africa is much more complicated.
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and treated us with
generous, even sacrificial, hospitality. In our second week in
Ethiopia, Amde, a waiter from a local teashop, invited us to his
home. A young man in his twenties, he supported his family by
working 70 hours a week waiting tables for less than $30 a month.
His home, a mud hut not much larger than a one-car garage,
housed a family of eight who shared a pit latrine with five other
families. Yet they invited us in, offered us a tray of traditional food,
and two bottles of Coca-Cola that they had bought in our honor.
For Americans, 25 cents for a bottle of pop is a bargain, but for
many Ethiopians, it is a sacrifice. We know this because our empty
bottles were given to the children, who tipped up the bottles and
waited in eager anticipation for the last drop—a great and rare
delicacy. We, who struggle so poorly to give from our plenty, were
humbled by those who gave plenty from their poverty.
I understand that if I were born an Ethiopian, I would not
have had a chance to attend college. I would be living in a mud
and tin house and bussing tables instead of working at
Pennsylvania State University. Both Amde and I received a 3.0
GPA in high school, which in Ethiopia is too low to allow one
into a college or university. Although it is slowly changing, there
are few opportunities, such as community colleges, for those who
realize the importance of education a few years too late. Even
lucky Ethiopians who receive the opportunity to attend a good
school are taught in a second language, not their native tongue.
Thus, gifted linguists have the highest chance of success.
A major problem for Amde and others like him is that completion of an Ethiopian education does not lead to economic
opportunities. This discovery is disconcerting to me, because I
would like to believe that my education, my work ethic, and my
modest bank account were earned. If they are earned, I can tell
THIOPIANS ARE TREMENDOUSLY GRACIOUS

Jonathan Partee (jfpartee@yahoo.com), Ph.D., is the 1991 Arthur C. Compton
Award winner in physics from The College of Wooster. He is a faculty member at the
Pennsylvania State University Electro-Optics Center (EOC), which has donated funds to
Hope University College.
Jonathan’s work for Hope University College (www.hopeuniversitycollege.org) includes
grant writing, fund-raising, faculty recruitment, and textbook collection. He serves as principal investigator and liaison between EOC and Hope.
He and his wife, Sara, live in Pittsburgh with their three daughters. They regularly
return to Ethiopia to continue their work in Ethiopian education.
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myself that I am justified in having them. But the fact is, I had
opportunities that are regularly denied to young Ethiopians.
Clearly, life is not fair. For Sara and for me, this conviction means
working with innovative educational institutions in Ethiopia.
Opportunity that disarms
Because my grandfather, a minister who served in Ethiopia for
50 years, was murdered in East Africa when I was eight years old,
I initially had no desire to go to Ethiopia. Africa is growing in
global military, strategic and economic importance. The continuing instability in nations such as Sudan, where my mother grew
up, and Somalia, bordering where my grandfather was killed, are
directly affecting the security of international shipping. Ethiopia
herself has not been the source of international terrorism, but radicalization of educated, disenfranchised young Africans constitutes
a tremendous threat.
This point was emphasized last Christmas when a
Nigerian mechanical engineer attempted to destroy
Northwest Flight 253, en route to Detroit, Mich. He joins a
growing number of radicalized engineers. A recent study from
the University of Oxford shows that engineers are three to
four times more likely to become violent terrorists than their
peers, even peers majoring in Islamic studies. In countries
where employment is available, engineers were not over-represented among terrorists. The authors conclude that the primary cause for radicalization of engineers is education
without opportunities.
Education alone is not the answer. The small percent of students who are accepted into Ethiopian higher education value
it and are highly motivated, but their pedagogy and facilities
are terrible. Some Ethiopian instructors do not appear for the
first two weeks of classes. When I was there, one textbook was
shared by four or five students. Instructors teach by rote memorization and discourage individual thought. Problem-solving
skills are not part of the lesson plan.
Nevertheless, Ethiopians will embrace educational innovation. In 1999, computers were scarce and students graduated
with degrees in physics with no computer experience. We
installed an 11-computer Windows 95 network, put together
from scrapped computers and parts. Initially, there was resistance from both students and the faculty. The students didn’t
want their courses to include computer requirements, and the
faculty didn’t want students to have access to “expensive”
machines. However, in less than a single semester, both students and faculty embraced this new educational paradigm.
Wo r k i n g f o r Ho p e
Returning to Ethiopia in 2002, I arrived at the airport in
Addis Ababa and took a taxi to my hotel. The taxi driver was
one of my former physics graduates, strengthening my
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(above) A classroom in the Bonga Refugee Camp near Gambela, Ethiopia. (below) Hope University College, under construction, is scheduled to open this fall.

conviction that education without job opportunities is not
enough for Africa. I believe that the great hope for education
in Ethiopia is being fostered by Dr. Minas Hiroy, the president of Hope University College. Dr. Hiroy is an Ethiopian
who spent two decades in the United States and graduated
from American higher educational institutions. Hope is
based on the same liberal arts education model as The
College of Wooster. Wooster has long held that the most
effective education comes from a broad education in small
classes taught by highly qualified instructors. This is a new
approach in Ethiopia. Hope—which is pursuing international
accreditation—will emphasize academic excellence, small
classes, social and campus life, character development, service

to community, and job-placement assistance.
Another key focus is teaching entrepreneurial skills to help
students succeed in an environment that currently has little
indigenous industry. Hope will partner with supporters to
lend money for the business ventures of student/alumni applicants who are carefully screened, trained, and mentored.
Microfinance support can significantly alleviate the lack of
opportunity for graduates, particularly technical graduates,
and begin to build a technical industry in Ethiopia.
Hope is scheduled to open its doors this fall. A liberal arts
education in Abyssinia is a critical first step in making the
world a little fairer for generations of young Africans.
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Legacy students, Class of 2013
Generations of families have a way
of sticking with us. Here are first-year students
who are descendants of Wooster alumni.

Elizabeth Donnelly Benckart

Isabelle Fourcroy Howes

Grace Elizabeth Miller

Father, Gregory Benckart ’78
Brother, Gregory Benckart ’12

Father, Daniel Howes ’83
Aunt, Meghan Howes ’92
Uncle, Barry Boehme ’78

Father, Robert Miller ’79
Mother, Lynn McGrew Miller ’80
Aunt, Lori McGrew Veldhuis ’80
Aunt, Judith Miller ’78
Uncle, Roger A. Miller ’83
Great Grandmother, *Ruth Swinehart Nixon ’26
Great Great Aunt, *Ethel N. Swinehart ’24

Brittany A. Braun
Father, Gary Braun ’77

Malcolm Clark Campbell-Taylor
Mother, Alison Leigh Campbell-Taylor ’81
Grandfather, Ernest Q. Campbell,
instructor, sociology, 1951-54

Betsy Joanne Elderbrock
Father, Mark D. Elderbrock ’82
Sister, Emily K. Elderbrock ’09

Elizabeth J. Fackler
Father, Todd Fackler ’78
Brother, Eliot Fackler ’04
Aunt, Elizabeth Fackler ’73

Gustave Victor Fuguitt
Mother, Margaret Elder Fuguitt ’83
Great Uncle, Dave Cartmell ’56
Great Uncle, Don Cartmell ’55
Great Aunt, Faye Ferguson Cartmell ’56

Kara T. Henn
Father, Mark Henn ’83
Mother, Bonnie Henn ’82
Aunt, Debra Sanborn ’78
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Frank William Kickel
Stepfather, Robert K. Gardner ’80

Alexandra Burden Kuzmishin

Lucy E. Moser

Father, John A. Kuzmishin ’88
Mother, Lauran M. Burden Weber ’88
Grandfather, George Kuzmishin ’52

Sister, Katherine Moser ’12
Grandmother, Nancy Hockman Moser ’50

.

.

The family of
BRIAN FANCHER
Father, Jon Fancher ’78
Mother, Mary Fancher ’78
Aunt, Betty Bates ’80
Brother, Kevin Fancher ’08
Top: Brian Fancher, Bottom: Mary and Jon Fancher, Betty Bates
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Nathaniel D. Partee
Great Aunt, Martha Jenkins Rosacker ’63
Great Aunt, *Jane Goldsword Williams ’50
Great Grandmother, *Ruth McBride Jenkins ’30

.

.

The families of
TOM GILLISS &
LAUREN GILLISS

Erin Jean Plews-Ogan
Father, James L. Plews-Ogan ’78
Mother, Margaret L. Plews-Ogan ’77
Cousin, Andrea Reinhart Marsten ’96
Cousin, Jessica Reinhart Lind ’99

Tom Gilliss
Father, Edward Gilliss ’77
Brother, Tim ’10

Alexandria Renee Questel
Father, Brian Questel x ’76

Lauren E. Gilliss

Abigail Severson Rider

Father, David Gilliss ’80
Mother, Karen Wilson ’81

Father, Jeffrey Rider ’84

Elizabeth F. B. Rigsbee
Grandfather, Calvin Buchanan ’47
Grandmother, Doris Buchanan ’47
Cousin, Ross Calvin Buchanan ’09

Top: Tim, Tom, and Lauren Gilliss
Bottom: Edward Gilliss, David Gilliss,
Karen Wilson Gilliss

Sarah Anne Smith-Polderman
Father, Ronald L. Polderman ’68
Sister, Bethany Smith-Polderman ’08

.

Benjamin Allen Snyder

.

Father, Allen C. Snyder ’65
Great Uncle, *Allen W. Snyder ’20
Cousin, Mary Eleanor McDonald ’48

The family of
AMANDA PRIEST
Father, Jeffrey W. Priest ’85
Mother, Joan Withers Priest ’84
Grandfather, Bruce Withers ’54
Grandmother, Janet M. Withers x’55
Great Uncle, Dale Withers ’57
Aunt, Lynn Cameron ’78
Jeff Priest, Joan Withers, Bruce Withers, Dale Withers

Abigail Katherine Toothman
Father, Glenn R. Toothman ’76
Brother, Garrett C. Toothman ’09
Sister, Miatta A. Toothman ’11

Philip Taber Wales
Amanda Priest

Father, Stephen C. Wales ’71
Sister, Pamela A. Wales ’11

Richard William Walter
Father, Thomas Walter ’80

Emily Anne Williams
Grandfather, William F. McKee ’53
Uncle, John H. McKee ’90
Aunt, Margaret McKee Barnhill ’84
Uncle, Michael Barnhill ’86
* Deceased
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In Closing

WOOSTER’S BIKES
The Community Bike Program provides
bikes and bike repairs to students at no
cost. The program’s purpose, says student
coordinator Stephanie Jarvis ’11 is to
encourage sustainable transportation,
provide a cycling network, and promote
the exploration of Wooster and the
beautiful surrounding area via bicycle.
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